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Calculations made by the U.S. Department of Energy's Yucca Mountain Project as part of the licensing of a 

proposed geologic repository (in southwestern ~ e v a d a )  for the disposal of high-level radioactive waste, predict that 

emplacement tunnels will remain open with little collapse long after ground support has disintegrated. This 

conclusion includes the effects of anticipated seismic events. Natural analogues cannot provide a quantitative test of 

this conclusion, but they can provide a reasonableness test by examining the natural and anthropogenic examples of 

stability of subterranean openings. Available data from a variety of sources, combined with limited observations by 

the author, show that natural underground openings tend to resist collapse for millions of years and that 

anthropogenic subterranean openings have remained open from before recorded history through today. This 

stability is true even in seismically active areas. In fact, the archaeological record is heavily skewed toward 

preservation of underground 'structures relative to those found at the surface. 

The collapse of underground excavations, or their ability to remain open under ambient conditions, depends 

on a number of variables, including (1) rock strength; (2) size, shape, and orientation of the opening; (3) orientation, 

length, and frequency of fracturing; and (4) effectiveness of ground support. Values for these variables (excluding 

ground support) used in calculations for tunnels at Yucca Mountain, Nevada (the site chosen for the licensing of a 

proposed geologic repository for the disposal of high-level radioactive waste) have led to the prediction that only 

limited failure of drifts and tunnels in the Miocene volcanic rocks should occur over a period of thousands of years'. 

Such long-term stability, even after ground support degrades, affects the integrity of the waste packages as well as 

the flow of groundwater flow, because the tunnels should divert a substantial amount of water moving through the , 

unsaturated zone away from the canisters and create a "drift shadow" or dryout zone beneath the tunnels. 
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The proposed repository at Yucca Mountain would be excavated in two subunits of the Miocene Topopah . 

Spring Tuff. The welded nonlithophysala unit is brittle and jointed. The lithophysal tuff is less jointed but 

somewhat more flriable. Emplacement tunnels (for the storage of radioactive waste) would be bored with a diameter 

of 5.5 m, and would be oriented for optimum stability relative to the joint orientations. Access drifts would be bored 

at a larger diameter (- 8 m), but these are proposed to be backfilled, and as such, collapse is a moot point. 

There are no exact analogues to the openings that would be created for the proposed repository at Yucca 

Mountain, but there are numerous examples demonstrating that both natural and man-made underground openings 

can exist for thousands of years in a wide variety of geologic settings, even with minimal or no engineered supports. 

At Yucca Mountain, collapse induced by seismic activity must be considered. Once again, exact analogues 

do not exist, but considerable anecdotal information about underground openings subjected to seismic activity ii 

available. By comparison to the examples of underground openings documented in this paper, it is possible that 

seis,mic events would cause little damage in the tunnels at Yucca Mountain. 

Caves are natural subterranean openings, which can be used as analogues for the stability of drifts in the 

proposed repository. They are abundant worldwide, form in a variety of rock types (although carbonates are the 

I most common host rock), and, in many cases, can be shown to have stayed open for very long spans of time. The 

-. oldest documented'examples noted in the current study are from the limestone formations of the Guadalupe 

I Mountains in New Mexico. Alunite, which was deposited on the floors of caves during their formation, has been 

dated by K-Ar at 4.0 to 3.9 Ma for the Big Room at Carlsbad Caverns and 6.0 to 5.7 Ma for the upper level of the 

nearby Lechuguilla cave2. K-Ar ages for alunite from other nearby caves show a trend of increasing age with 
. . 

increasing elevation, with one cave as old as 11.3 ~ a ~ .  Although there are sections of the caves with blocks that 

appear to have fallen from the ceiling (referred to as breakdown), the timing of these collapses is not known, and 

these blocks may have fallen during cave formation. Regardless of the age of the breakdown, the sections of cave 

sampled for the dating study have not been buried by rock from the ceiling, and the preservation of original floors is 

a Lithophysae originate as gas-filled cavities during the welding of an ash flow. Welding is a process whereby hot 
particles of ash and crystals compact and decrease pore space between particles to almost zero. 
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complete enough to allow the demonstration of increasing age of formation with elevation. Many of these openings, 

which have been stable for millions of years, are as large as or larger than those proposed for Yucca Mountain. 

Most areas of Carlsbad Caverns open to the public have no obvious breakdown on the floor of the cavern or 

holes in the ceiling from which blocks might have fallen. Any breakdown that may have occurred at the time of 

cave formation has since been covered by stalagmites or flow stone. Polyak and ~ s m e r o m ~  and Polyak and othersS 

have dated younger speleothems from three separate caves including Carlsbad Caverns as part of their studies of 

past climates. Their results show continuous growth during the last pluvial (30,000 to 10,500 B.P.) and therefore, 

these areas must have had no collapse for at least the last 30,000 years. 

Lava tubes are another common type of cave. The US National Park Service has parks and monuments in 

Hawaii, Idaho, California, Arizona, and New Mexico with lava tubes. Most dated lava tubes are a few thousand to 

a few hundred thousand years old. They are commonly ellipsoidal to circular in cross section and several meters in 

diameter. Some of the most extensive lava tubes are in the Undara region of Australia. In this locality, 190,000- 

year-old tubes reach an aggregate length of 30 km and are as much as 206m wide7. Lava tubes also are common in 

Hawaii and in the Cascade Range where ages are modem to a'few thousand years. Most lava tubes exhibit areas of 

collapse where their rooves are thin, but large sections persist as open tunnels for long periods of time. 

The San Antonio Mountain Cave in northern New Mexico is an example of a lava tube that has remained 

open over a long period of time. This cave, a lava tube in 3.4- to 3.9- Ma basalts, is 170 m long and generally 

several meters wide. In places, the ceiling is as much as12 m high. The large size of the openings combined with 

abundant cooling fractures and great antiquity has resulted in fallen blocks, generally less than 0.75 m in diameter, 

that'cover about 30 percent of the cave's floor. Several low areas on the floor of the cave preserve a long record (as 

much as 1 m.y. as evidenced by the fossil record8) of sediment accumulation (as much as 1 m thick) with no 

collapse. 

Some of the largest and best studied lava tubes are in the Canary Islands. Cueva del Viento on Tenerife is 

one of the longest lava tubes in the worid (more than 17 km), is as much as 25 m wide, and has been dated at 17,570 

+/- 150 B.P. by I4c analyses of roots carbonized by the erupted volcanic rocks9. Tubo Volcdnico Corona on 

Lanzarote (fig. 1) is 8 km long, and as much as 35 m wide" and large enough to house a theater, restaurant, 
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however, ~ r e i s c h ' ~  reported that a small block fell out of one of the paintings on the ceiling at La~caux and that a 

rock found on the floor of the cave fit geometrically in the hole in the painting. 

Surprisingly, caves in sandstone are fairly common, although no ages seem to be reported, and therefore the 

length of time this rock type can support an opening cannot be judged. Sandstone is the host rock for 30 percent of 

the 250 recorded caves in wisconsinZ0. The Nangwarry cave system in southeast Australia is reported to be 407 m 

in length with one section having a floor of 3 by 7 m and a height of 8 to 9 mZ1. One sandstone cave in southern 

Egypt gained notoriety because its paintings depicting people swimming made it unique among Neolithic cave 

paintings, and the cave became the back drop of a book and movie of the same name "The English Patient". It is not 

likely that the paintings are ve j old. The paintings in the northern Sahara Desert date from 12,000 to 4,000 years 

old; the rate of weathering (presumably by wind ablation) is highz2 

Anthropogenic underground openings do not provide as long a history as natural openings, but they may 

provide a closer analogy to a mined geologic repository. Here too, there are abundant examples from around the 

world, in different rock types, and for different purposes that exhibit considerable stability for hundreds to thousands 

of years even with minimal engineering. The oldest examples are the Paleolithic flint mines of England and 

northern Europe. The English deposits were mined into chalk beds. These mines have shafts 6 to 14 m deep, which 

access galleries 4 to 24 m long and 60 to 150 m highz3. The mines are dated at 3,010 to 3,250 B.C. 23 and are still 

open today largely because prehistoric man seems to have utilized the 30- to 60-cm joint spacing so as to leave none 

of the roof totally unsupported. (Note that ages for the anthropogenic examples are given with respect to B.C. or 

A.D. as these are the designations given in the data sources.) 

Flint mines in Poland are about the same age. They are assigned to the Funnel Beaker culture which 

existed from about 4,100 to 2,800 B.C. The mines were excavated in limestone, with cross sections as large as 4 by 

4 m and lengths up to 15 m in areas where jointing was sparse and by smaller corridors-and-pillar methods where 

jointing was more closely spaced (htt~:Narchterra.cilea.it/exhibits/, last accessed 2/2/2006). 



Around 1,500 B.C., the Egyptians began excavating tombs on the west bank of the Nile River across from , 

Luxor for pharaohs, queens, nobles, and even workers. The tombs were excavated in limestone, which is massively 

bedded and jointed. The tombs are generally several meters in length and width and about 2 m in height; many have 

entrance corridors tens of meters in length and as much as 3 by 4 m in cross section. The total length for the 

pharaohs' .tombs ranges from 25 to 200 m24. Many tombs have pillars left for support in the larger rooms. Today, 

62 tombs are known in the Valley of the Kings, 84 in the Valley of the Queens, and more than 500 tombs for 

workers and noblesz4 ( p. 13,72,73, 140), which were excavated between the two famous valleys. Many of the 

tombs are open to the public, and of these most have incurred some water damage to plaster and paintings on the 

walls and ceilings, but none seems to have suffered collapse. siliottiZ4 suggested that some tomb sites were 

abandoned when the workers encountered "unsuitable rock formation", and thus the apparent lack of collapse may 

be due to careful selection of host rock. 

Mining of metallic ores has produced subterranean openings in a variety of rock types, and in many cases, 

in badly altered or fractured rock. Unfortunately, many of the oldest examples have been mined continuously or 

reopened in more modem times to obtain the lower grade ore left by the ancient miners. For example, the Great 

Orme Mine in Wales was thought to be a Roman copper mine, but recent work by archaeologists from Liverpool has 

failed to confirm that the Romans ever worked the deposit (J.J. Taylor, University of Liverpool, written comm., 

1/14/2001). Charcoal recovered from the early workings yields I4c dates from 900 to 1,800 B.C., which indicates 

the workings are of Bronze age. Part of the reason for the confusion as to the true age is that in 1832 and again in 

1849, miners broke into caverns so well preserved that no one thought they could be older than Roman. The cavern 

discovered in 1832 was nearly 40 m long and contained stone hammers and bones2'; it was mined into limestone and 

had stood open for nearly 4,000 years. As of 2001, more than 7 km of old workings had been mapped with more 

than 3 times that amount remaining to be mapped (J.J. Taylor, University of Liverpool, written comm., 1/14/2001). 

The old mine has been open for public tours since 1991 (http://www.walesdirectorv.co.uk./mines, last accessed 

8/16/05). 

The Laurion mines, about 40 km south of Athens, Greece, were first mined about 2,000 to 1,500 B.C., but 

were mined most actively from 600 to 300 B.C. 25 The mines are in a gently dipping sequence of mica schists and 

marble, and sulfides occur along the contacts. Shafts of 1.25 to 1.4 m by 1.5 to 1.9 m were sunk to depths as much 

as 11 1 mZ5. Underground workings are 140 km in length; tunnels average 1 m in width and 1.75 m in height2'. Ore 
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zones were mined by underhand stoping that left large cavities a couple of meters high and a few meters in diameter 

that are still open today. Pillars of inferior ore-grade rock supported these cavities. Under Athenian mining laws, 

removal of rock from any pillars was punishable by death2'. 

Phlogopite schist, in contact with a granite stock, formed the host rock for a low-grade emerald mine at 

Wadi Sikait, Egypt. The mine was first opened during the IS' century B.C. and was mined by the Romans until about 

the 6th century A.D. Tunnels reached as deep as 100 m26. Also excavated at Wadi Sikait is a 1st-century B.C. 

temple, which was carved into a talc schist. In spite of the poor rock quality, the temple has not collapsed, though 

roof lintels and support pillars are badly cracked (J.M. Bunbury, Cambridge University, written comm., 1/23/2002). 

The Israelis, Greeks, Persians, and Romans constructed a large number of tunnels, largely for the purpose 

of transporting water. One of the oldest of these is the Hezekiah tunnel, which was excavated in the 8Ih century B.C. 

The tunnel is under Jerusalem and was excavated in limestone. The tunnel is 553 m long, about 2 m high, and less 

than a meter wide. The tunnel is mentioned in two different books of the Bible. 

The tunnel of Eupalinus (fig: 2), on the Greek island of Samos (fig. 3), was constructed around 530 B.C. to 

transport water beneath Mount Castro. The tunnel is 1.8 by 1.8 m in cross section, 1',045 m in length, and as much 

as 180 m below land surface. Comparison of the maps of Ring and others2' and ~ ~ o s t o l ~ ~  shows that the tunnel was 

constructed in Neogene sedimentary rocks, and from several pictures, it is likely that the tunnel is within the 

carbonate portion of that section, which is 400 m thick. Water was actually transported in ceramic pipes below the 

level of the tunnel shown in figure 2. 
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derived from tuff and limestone3'. The latter supplies enough calcium carbonate to at least partly indurate the fans. 

About 22,000 kanats are known in Ifan, consisting of more than 270,000 km of tunnels32. Throughout most of their 

length, kanats have no ground support but in unstable ground, oval hoops of baked clay are used as ground support. 

Kanat openings are about 1 by 1.5 m, and the first 3 to 5 m are commonly reinforced with stone, mainly as a 

protection from storm-water surges32. 

Based on the current literature search, it is uncertain whether any of the kanats dating from several 

centuries B.C. have been in continuous use from antiquity to the present. It is likely that some kanats are old 

because there are reports of continuous maintenance, which is required to remove silt and to repair.occasional areas 

of collapse. The Bam earthquake of December 26,2003 (M= 6.6) caused serious damage to the kanats used for 

irrigation in the affected region (UN press release SAG12 1 1). Web site 

http:llwww.iraniantrade.org/ NewsU~datesl00000877.htm provides more information on kanats and notes that they 

are found in at least 34 countries. 

Kanats were introduced to Egypt around 500 B.C. where they irrigated more than 4,600 km2 of land3'. 

Although their individual lengths are not known, they likely extend hundreds of kilometers under the desert 

eastward to intersect seepage from the Nile ~ ive? ' .  Until the early 20Ih century, some of the Egyptian kanats were 

still flowing and were thought to be natural springs until ancient documentation and investigation showed that they 

were indeed kanats. 

The Etruscans buried their dead in excavated tombs starting in the mid-7'h century B.C. 33 More than 6,000 

tombs have been discovered and there may be 2 to 3 times that number. The town of Tarquinia, which is about 100 

km north of Rome, is home to some of the more famous tombs. East of town, there are about 20 tombs mostly 

constructed around 500 B.C., but one is as young as 125 B.C.; twelve of the tombs could be visited by tourists in 

May of 2003. The tombs, excavated in tuff, have openings roughly 4 by 5 by 2 m, and the ceilings are only about 2 

m below ground surface. One of the tombs visited in 2003 had a large spall from the roof caused by apparent 

movement on a subvertical joint, but there was no other evidence of collapse. 

The following information was taken from htt~://www.catacombe.roma.it/ and 

http://en.wiki~edia.org/wiki/Catacombs of Rome (last accessed Aug. 2,2005). In the 2nd century A.D., Christians 
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started burying their dead in excavated catacombs. There are 5 known in and around Naples and 60 in the vicinity 

of Rome; 5 of the catacombs in the vicinity of Rome are open for public tours. The catacombs of Rome occupy 

about 600 acres (nearly 250 hectares), are about 1,000 km in length, and are 7 to 19 m deep. Apparently all of the 

catacombs of Naples and Rome are excavated in tuff. Passageways in the catacombs are generally narrow (2.5 by 

1 m), but some of the galleries are several meters in length, width, and height. 

Underground mining for metals throughout Europe was common during the reign of the Roman Empire. 

This era of mining erased evidence of the size and state of preservation of earlier mines, and much of the 

preservation of Roman mines, in turn, has been destroyed by subsequent mining, especially open pit mining. For 

example, the sulfide deposits at Rio Tinto, Spain, have been mined by. the Tartessans about 5,000 years ago, 

followed by the Phoenicians, Carthaginians, Romans, Visigoths, Moors, and ~r i t i sh '~ . '~ .  The last mining was by 

open pit, which by 1935 had left only a few galleys exposed in the walls of the pi$4. shepherd2' and ~av ies"  

presented location information and descriptions for most of the ancient mines, two of the gold mines (Dacia in 

Romania and Dolaucothi in Wales) are currently open for tours. In addition to mining for metals, the Romans 

created large tunnels to transport water. The tunnel at Tresminas, Portugal, is 60 m wide, 80 m high, and 480 m 

I long, and the tunnel at Corta das Coras is 100 m by 100 m and 350 m long25. 

Another example of man-made openings are the Buddhist temples excavated in the Deccan basalts of west- 

central India. These date from approximately the 2nd century B.C. until the loth century A.D. '' Although man- 

made, these excavations are commonly referred to as Buddhist caves. There are 3 1 caves at Ajanta, some of which 

date back to the 2nd century B.C., but most were excavated in the late 5th or early 61h century A.D. They are carved 

along a 550-m-long, horseshoe-shaped gorge of the Waghora River. Each temple originally had steps carved into 

the rock leading up to it, but only cave #I6 still has a vestige of steps. The monsoonal climate has destroyed the 

exterior stone structures exposed to the elements, but subterranean openings are well preserved. 

The sizes of the Buddhist caves at Ajanta are reported and each excavation has a larger cross section than 

that proposed for the mined geologic repository at Yucca Mountain. For example, Cave #I0 is 30.5 by 12.2 m. Cave 

#I is 2.82 m by 6.73 m with a teiling height of 4.1 1 m3' (p.3 1). Cave numbers 4, 16, 17,2l, 23, and 24 are o f ,  

similar size. Cave #2 has a verandah of 14.10 m by 2.36 m, a main hall of 14.73 m by 14.5 m, and a shrine of 4.27 

m by 3.35 m. Cave #I6 has a verandah of 19.8 m by 3.25 m and a main hall of 22.25 m on a side with a height of 
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The geology of ~ a ~ ~ a d o c i a ~ ~  is similar to that of southern ~ e v a d a ~ ' .  In both regions, the upper Tertiary 

section is composkd of a thick sequence of silicic volcanic rocks. At Yucca Mountain, the host rock for the proposed 

repository is a densely welded, quartz latite ash-flow tuff formed about 1 1.8 Ma, whereas the underground cities of 

Cappadocia are hosted by a partially welded, rhyolite ash-flow tuff formed about 4.5 Ma. The difference in welding 

for the proposed repository horizon at Yucca Mountain and the hostrock for the underground cities of Cappadocia 

results in a markedly different fracture density and engineering properties. Fracture density, which is a major 

variable contributing to underground collapse, is much less in the underground cities, and no ground support was 

used (fig. 5). Thus, the fact that there has been no collapse in the underground cities during the past 1,500 to 1,800 

years suggests that excavations in tuff should be stable for long periods of time. In the case of Yucca Mountain, 

.where fracture density is greater, ground support will be carefully engineered, but even after that support degrades, 

there is little predictedcollapse for the emplacement tunnels'. The Cappadocia example seems to support this 

prediction. 

Churches were excavated into the tuff at Goreme, north of the underground cities, during the 91h to 13"' 

centuries A.D. 38 All but one of these shows no evidence of collapse, the exception being collapse of a cliff face, 

exposing part of the inside of one church. The interior portions of the church are still in excellent condition, and the 

painted walls and ceilings are well preserved except for minor water damage and vandalismi4 (p. 19). 

Some of the underground openings excavated into the tuffs of cappadocia are still used as'dwellings. 

There are at least two other places where underground excavations also are still used as dwellings. In Tunisia, 20 to 

40 km south of the city of Gabes, 10 underground villages, some of which date back nine centuries, are excavated in 

limestone40. The limestone is composed of 2-m-thick layers of poorly indurated limestone, which are easily mined 

out, as well as better indurated layers of similar thickness, which form ceilings. Room sizes are typically 2 to 2.5 

m on a side with flat ceilings that may have a supporting column in the center. In northern China, there are thick 

deposits of loess, which is only slightly indurated and easily excavated. However, its internal structure is such that it 

can form vertical cliffs as much as 30 m high. The underground dwellings accommodate more than 10 million 

people who farm the land above their houses40. 
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Although all the examples given so far either lack ground support or utilize only unmined pillars, there are 

examples of wooden ground support. Around the beginning of the second century A.D., the Roman Emperor 

Hadrian mandated the use of wooden supports in all minesz5. shepherdz5 provided a discussion of some examples, 

but did not comment on the stability of openings that were shored up. Tombs in China provide a different kind of 

example. Sixteen emperors from the Ming Dynasty (1368 to 1644 A.D.) were buried in tombs excavated in rock 

near Beijing. The earliest of the tombs has 32 sandalwood pillars 1.17 m in diameter, and all are still intact and 

sturdy4'. 

\ 

IV. RESPONSE OF CAVES TO SEISMICITY 

The foregoing discussion shows that both natural and man-made underground openings hold up well in an 

undisturbed setting. In actual fact, many of the examples given, as well as several others not discussed, have 

probably survived significant ground shaking. For example, the caves of Ajunta are within a seismically active area 

of India, and the Laurion mines, as well as the Israeli, Greek, and Roman tunnels are within seismically active areas 

around the Mediterranean Sea. Yucca Mountain also is within a moderately seismic region and some degree of 

ground shaking will likely occur during the 10,000-year post-closure time, and almost certainly during the next 

million years. 

Natural analogues provide one possible way of assessing ground motion because they can add a dimension 

of time that is not available with instrumental or even historical records. Archaeological examples such as, tombs 

and tunnels, as well as natural features such as caves and balanced rocks, can provide insight into long-term seisrn'ic , 

records. For example, pillars at the Byzantine church of Sussita in the Golan Heights of Syria were knocked down 

by an earthquake January 18, 749 A.D., and apparently they were all tipped in the same direction in response to the 

first motion. Their orientation lying on the ground apparently records the azimuth of that motion. 

Seismic damage to caves is well documented in several publications; however, documentation of caves 

with no damage is probably under-reported. Mitchell Caverns; California is located about 95 km from the I-lector 

Mine Earthquake of 1999 (M = 7.1) and 110 km from the Lander Earthquake of 1992 (M = 7.4)42. The Lander 

event caused some fracturing of stalagmites near the entrance of the cave, but neither event disturbed delicate 

formations deeper in the cave (fig. 6). Neither event appears to have caused failure of the roof or walls of the cave. 
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commonly observed for magnitude 5 earthquakes at small distances from the epicenter and 5% damping, and even 

higher accelerations are possible with smaller percentages of damping. They note that other variables must have 

been involved, in that all the straws were not broken. Again, there was no mention of damage to the roof or walls of 
. , 

the cave. 
. . 

The second study involving soda straws was in Observatoire Cave, Monaco, where abundant flowstone on 

the floor of the cave partly covers some broken soda straws and completely buries others as revealed by drill core 

. taken from the floor of the cave. ~ i l l i ~ ~  attributed the youngest layer of broken soda straws to an 1887 earthquake, 

which had an intensity of VIII in the vicinity of the cave. A deeper layer, also with broken soda straws, was likely 

the result of an earthquake in 1564 for which the cave was just outside the intensity VIII contour. The end of the 

drill core penetrated a broken stalactite in a layer dated as greater than 35,000 years. This oldest event wgs likely the 

only one intenseenough to cause roof or wall failure, but any such evidence has been buried by flowstone. No 

failure of the cave due to earthquakes more recent than 35,000 years was described. 

Spipola and Buco Dei Buoi are two caves just south of Bologna, in northeastern Italy (fig. 3) that have 

experienced considerable tectonic activity. Longitudinal cross sections were cut through 2 stalagmites, one from 

each of these caves, and for both stalagmites'the axis of growth had changed several times. Inasmuch as growth 

should be vertical, Postpischl and others47 concluded that variations in apparent direction of growth were due to 

tectonic shifts in the surface upon which the stalagmites were growing. They chose to correlate the largest shift in , 

the growth axes to the largest historical earthquake, which had an intensity of X to XI in the vicinity of the caves. 

They then calculated an average growth rate of 0.12 to 0.15 mm/yr, which was used to approximately date each 

.growth band. Each discontinuity correlated with the timing of a known earthquake for which the epicenter.was 

within 15 km and for which the intensity in the vicinity of the caves was greater than VI (fig. 7). The most intense 

events knocked over some stalagmites and caused some offset of stalagmite-stalactite pairs, but no general collapse 

of the caves was reported. 
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4 : "SPIPOU" (XVE "BUCO DEI RUOI. CAVB 

FIG. 7. Cross sections through two stalagmites from caves in northeastern Italy. Dates in ovals were calculated 

from distance between growth bands. Growth rate was calculated by assuming that the earthquake of January 3, 1 1 17 

(marked with an asterisk) created the large change in axis direction. Intensities for the dated events (shown in boxes) 

from most recent to oldest were VII, VI - VII, VII, VII, VI, VIII, VIII, VII, VII, VIII, VIII, VI, VI, VI-VII, and X- 

~ 1 ~ ~ .  

'The acceleration needed to knock over stalagmites was studied by bending tests on previously failed 

stalagmites from Hotton Cave in Belgium. The results for 35 acceleration tests conducted by Cadorin and others4" 

ranged from 0.3 m/s2 to 100 m/s2 for height-to-diameter ratios of about 8. The authors noted that other factors must 

be involved to account for the very large accelerations calculated; for example, the stalagmites were already broken 

and the breaks may have occurred only on the weak planes 

Farther to the north of Bologna in Lombardi, Frassimo cave (fig. 3) has evidence of major tectonism without 

collapse. One passageway is offset along a gently dipping joint by more than a meter but with no apparent damage to 

the rooP9. Offset of passageways without reported roof collapse also has been reported in Costa ~ica",  where the 

studied caves are within 50 to 100 km of seven magnitude 7 or greater earthquakes in the last century alone. Bini and 
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others4' reported that speleothems in Frassimo cave that have been knocked down yield U-Th ages (presumably for 

the outer surfaces) that are greater than 350,000 yrs. Thus, the passageway in which the broken speleothem was 

found must have remained open for at least 350,000 yrs, in spite of repeated seismic events. 

Paleoseismic studies also have been conducted in caves of central Italy, about 70 km east to southeast of 

Rome. The Grotta del Cervo and Grotta a Male (fig. 3) both have evidence of seismic shaking. The karst area is 

adjacent to the area affected by the strongest earthquake in Italian history. 

The December 1456 earthquake caused a rock slide that closed the entrance to Grotta del Cervo. The cave 

remained closed until uncovered in 1986. Carbon-14 dating of calcite shows that breakage of speleothems, which 

now lie on the floor for the first 400 m inside the cave, was due to the 1456 earthquake47. The collapsed stalagmites 

have a preferred orientation on the floor of the cave, which reflects the effects of ground motion. Beyond 400 m, the 

stalagmites appear to have remained upright, but some fracturing of the wall was noted. In addition to the I4c dating, 

speleothems have been dated by the U-Th method. These results reveal four older seismic events intense enough to 

topple stalagmites (30,000-40,000,90,000- 1 10,000, 1 10,000-150,000, and greater than 350,000 years ago). In spite 

of recurring strong seismicity, there are no reports of roof collapse. 

The Soreq and Har-Tuv caves, in Israel, are located approximately 40 km west of the Dead Sea transform, 

which is a major strike-slip fault and similar in some ways to the San Andreas fault in the western United States. It is 

1,000 km long, with a slip rate during the last 1,000 to 1,500 years of 15 to 35 mmlyrS as compared to a length of 

1200 km and a slip rate of 20 to 35 mmlyr for the San Andreas (htt~://www.data.scec.ordfault index/sanandre.html, 

last accessed 7/26/05). The caves are small (<5,000 m2 52) ,  and had no natural opening prior to their discovery during 

excavation in the 2 0 ~  century. Damaged speleothems have been dated by the U-Th method and correlated with a 

lacustrine record. The ages extend back 185,000 years, and there is evidence for 13 to 18 episodes of seismic 

damage. The authors argue that intensities greater than VI to VII are needed to damage speleothems, noting that a'  

1927 earthquake with a magnitude of 6.2 did not damage the caves. The authors posit that the observed damage 

could have been caused by a range in magnitudes from 7.6 to 8.2, with a corresponding range in recurrence intervals 

of 6,000 to10,OOO years. Some roof collapse in response to seismicity was noted in the study of Soreq and I-lar-Tuv 

caves5', but the collapse did not reach land surface. 
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Several compilations on the response of tunnels to seismic disturbances are available. Considerable 

information (largely anecdotal) also is available from mines and other subterranean excavations. In all settings, the 

lack of damage below ground as the result of a seismic event probably is under-reported. This section summarizes 

information from geologic and archaeologic sources. 

RaneyS3 summarized the effects on western United States mines from 28 historical earthquakes of intensity 

VIII or greater. Most mines that were close to an earthquake (24) reported no damage at depth; a few (3) reported 

minor damage such as cracked timbers); a few others (3) reported major or unspecified damage. Damage to surface 

structures was ubiquitous. For example, the Owens Valley earthquake, California (also referred to as the Lone Pine 

earthquake) of 1872, had an intensity of X to XI and may have had a magnitude of 8. Effects of this earthquake were 

reported from many surrounding sites. The earthquake was rumored to have caused breakage of a few sets of 

timbers in some mines in the vicinity of Austin, Nevada about 320 km to the north-northeast. The earthquake was 

felt distinctly in the vicinity of Virginia City, Nevada, about 320 km to the north-northwest. The earthquake cracked 

some timbers in the quartz mines in the vicinity of Jackson, California, about 240 km to the northwest. The mining 

camp of Cerro Gordo, about 30 km southwest of the epicenter, was severely damaged, but two separate accounts 

reported that no damage occurred underground. At Hot Springs (presumably Benton, California, which is about 130 

km to the northwest), several severe shocks were felt on the surface, but miners at the 60-m level felt nothing. About 

50 km south-southwest of the epicenter, there was heavy damage to railroad tracks, roads, and homes at the Eclipse 

Mine, and damage to the mill of the Kearsarge Mine, but there was no damage reported for the underground 

workings. At the Eclipse Mine, one miner was injured by a minor rock spall. Finally, miners in the underground in 

the vicinity of Bakersfield, California (about 130 km southwest of the epicenter), did not feel the earthquake. 

Raney'sS3 only documented example of major mine.damage underground was proximal to the epicenter. 

The ~ e n n e d y  Mine was reported to be "near the epicenter" of the Pleasant Valley earthquake, Nevada. The 

earthquake, which occurred in 1915, had an intensity of X and a magnitude of 7.7. It caused "a considerable portion 

of mine tunnels" to cave in; however, no damage was reported in the underground at the Golcanda mine (1 65 km 
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5 1 from the Kennedy mine) or at Elko (70 km from the Kennedy mine). Brown and others (p. 8) provide a caveat 

about reports of damage to mines noting that stress changes due to extraction of ore can contribute to the 

susceptibility of mines to earthquake damage. 

55 Stevens noted that if the dimensions of mine openings are considerably smaller than the wave length of an 

incident SH (horizontal shear) wave, ground motion at the surface will be about twice as great as that at depth. , 

Furthermore, solid rock is a good energy transmitter, and as such, waves pass through it without losing velocity. If 

speed is lost, kinetic energy is maintained by increased amplitude, which in turn causes increased shaking. These 

factors apparently account for the numerous reports of earthquakes being felt strongly at the surface, but not noticed 

at depth; ~ t e v e n s ~ ~  relates seven such cases. This is not universally true, and stevens5' relates six instances where 

shaking was felt in mine workings to at least a minor degree. This apparent disparity may be explained by variations 

in the fundamental period of an earthquake. When the period is less than 1 second, the aboveground amplitude is at 

least twice the below-ground amplitude, but when the period is increased to 4 seconds or greater, the amplitudes 

above and below ground are about the same54. 

As with mines, there is considerable anecdotal information on stability of tunnels during seismic events. 

Many of the tunnels described earlier are located in seismically active areas, although no specific mention was made 

of their stability in response to seismic shaking in the literature examined for this paper. The tunnel of I-lezakiah is 

only about 30 km from the Dead Sea transform fault system and as such has probably been subject to several 

- moderate.to severe earthquakes; however, there has been no apparent damage. The tunnel of Eupalinus is in close 

proximity to the ancient Greek town of Ephesus, which has been destroyed by earthquakes several times. Likewise, 

the Nemi and Albano tunnels of central Italy are within an area of strong seismicity, such as the 1456 earthquake that 

56 covered the entrance to Grotto del Cervo with a landslide, but reports of damage are lacking. Eckel reports that the 

Good Friday Earthquake (M=9.2) in Alaska (fig. 8) caused no damage to the Alaskan Railroad tunnel near Whittier 

nor to the coal mines in the Matauska Valley. Minor damage was reported to the intake (which is in.soft sediment) 

for the Ekluma hydroelectric tunnel, and the earthquake may have caused a longitudinal crack in the railroad tunnel 

between Cooper and Kenai Lakes. These tunnels were in the intensity zones of VII to X. 
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FIG. 8. Isoseismic map for the 1964 Good Friday Earthquake in Alaska showing location of tunnels near the 

epicenter. Modified from map on web site httD:Nneic.us~s.gov/neislea de~othsa11964 03 28 iso.html last accessed 

The understanding of the response of underground openings to seismic events has advanced greatly in the 

last 30 years. Sharma and ~ u d d ' ~  for example, studied the susceptibility of underground facilities to damage and 

found that damage decreases with depth, and increases with increasing peak ground acceleration (PGA). The latter 

variable increases as earthquake magnitude increases and as distance from the epicenter decreases. Sharma and 

~ u d d ~ ~  also noted that openings in solid medium behaved better than those in unconsolidated material. They also 

suggested that their data set is biased towards damage occurring because "there must be literally hundreds of other 

instances where no damage occurred but observations were not d~cumented"~'( p. 275). 

Dowding and ~ o z e n ~ ~  compiled damage reports for tunnels as a function of peak ground acceleration at the 

surface. Their data showed that no underground damage occurred at less than 0.2 g and little to moderate damage 

between 0.2 and 0.5 g. Commonly, when damage was reported, it was near the portal or in areas of shallow cover. , 

Dowding and Rozen8 also noted that tunnels displaced by fault movement usually incur severe damage. 
\ 

54 Brown and others provided six case histories for tunnels with fault movement during earthquakes that 

document damage and one example for a tunnel displaced by right-lateral creep on the Hayward fault (California). 

Even when faults move and cut a tunnel, total collapse seems to be rare. A drainage tunnel driven along side of the 

Tanna Railroad tunnel (on the main line between Tokyo and Kobe, Japan) was collapsed by a 1930 earthquake 
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(estimated magnitude 7. l), but the main tunnel, estimated to be 0.5 m east ofthe active shear zone, incurred only 

minor cracking in the walls. 

59 Pratt and others also examined data for subterranean structures and found few data indicating damage in 

the subsurface due to earthquakes, which they concluded attested to the lessened effects with depth. They also noted 

that wells and shafts are not as susceptible to damage from earthquakes as are surface facilities and that higher 

frequencies (50 - 100 Hz) are more likely to damage subsurface facilities than the lower (2 - 10 Hz) frequencies that 

cause most of the surface damage. 

60 Power and others compiled data from 204 tunnels that had experienced seismic shaking including some 

data from earthquakes for which modem instrumentation or more detailed information was available. They observed 

that for ground motion with PGAs less than 0.2 g, there was little or no damage in tunnels, and for PGAs of 0.2 to 0.6 

g damage varied from slight to heavy; however, all the reports of heavy damage were from a single earthquake in 

1923 for which the damage may have been due to landsliding or collapse of shallow portions of one tunnel. At 

accelerations greater than 0.6 g, the damage only ranged from slight to moderate, which suggests that the tunnel 

response to the 1923 earthquake was anomalous. Powers and others6' also noted (1) that damage was most likely in 

unlined tunnels and that reinforced concrete prevented heavy damage; (2) some reported damage may be due to 

causes other than seismic shaking; and (3) well-constructed tunnels can survive large peak accelerations without 

incurring major damage. For example, well-constructed tunnels near Kobe, Japan, experienced PGAs of about 0.6 g, 

but suffered no major damage. 

Carpenter and chung6' summarized the available literature on damage to underground facilities from 

earthquakes and underground nuclear explosions (UNEs) for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. They 

concluded that (1) damage is expected underground if fault displacement occurs, but that damage from shaking alone 

is limited to the epicentral region with damage to surface facilities more severe than that below ground; (2) amplitude 

generally decreases with depth; and (3) earthquake damage may be a more serious problem for shafts than for 

tunnels. 
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Phillips and set up an experiment using an UNE as an analogue specific to the proposed geologic 

repository at Yucca Mountain. They noted that, although the host rocks for the UNE experiment and potential 

repository were different (nonwelded air-fall tuff versus welded tuff at Yucca Mountain), the Rock Mass Ratings 

(RMR) were similar: 57 versus 61 (RMR is an internationally recognized index, based on 6 parameters, to calculate 

the stability of discontinuous rock masses). They noted three differences between earthquakes and LJNEs: (1) shear 

waves dominate over compressional waves in earthquakes, but the opposite is true for UNEs; (2) duration of shaking 

is longer in earthquakes; and (3) frequencies may be different between the two types of seismic sources. Phillips and 

analyzed each of these variables and concluded that the UNE was an adequate analogue for an earthquake in 

terms of seismic effects on a tunnel. Therefore, Phillips and Luke6* concluded that a 6.5 magnitude earthquake 16 km 

from Yucca Mountain should cause only minor damage to repository emplacement tunnels. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Underground openings described in this paper are analogues for the stability of the emplacement tunnels at 

the proposed high-level nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. Natural and anthropogenic openings, 

in a variety of rock types, have stood open for thousands to millions of years, even in seismically active areas. These 

analogues support the reasonableness of predicted drift stability calculated for the drift degradation analysis report1, 

which concluded that (1) even without ground support, there will be little collapse of the emplacement tunnels in 

either lithophysal or nonlithophysal units of the Miocene volcanic rocks under either static or thermal conditions; and 

(2) seismic events would cause (a) only minor tunnel damage in the nonlithophysal sections, and (b) only slightly 

more collapse in the lithophysal units. These conclusions cannot be tested directly with analogues, but their 

reasonableness can be assessed. 

Caves in many rock types, but mostly in carbonates and lava, are known to stand open for tens of thousands 

to millions of years in regions where no seismic activity has been documented (although there may have been pre- 

historic activity). Caves also have been investigated in areas where strong ground motion has occurred many times. 

Damage to speleothems has been widely reported, but roof collapse is rare. If general collapse has occurred in 

response to seismicity, it is unreported or perhaps unrecognizable. 
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The record for anthropogenic underground openings spans a much shorter period of time, but it also attests 

to remarkable stability even in areas of strong seismicity. A few prehistoric mines that were not destroyed by 

subsequent mining are known to have stood open for as much as 5,000 years. There are thousands of tombs in 

limestone and volcanic rock that are more than 2,000 years old. There are several kilometers of tunnels in these same 

two rock types located in areas of strong seismicity, and these have not collapsed in more than 2,500 years. Even 

tunnels in partly indurated alluvium have survived in earthquake-prone areas with only partial collapse. This is not to 

say that mined openings do not collapse; even some fairly modern mines have collapsed. Subterranean excavations, 

however, can remain open for thousands of years, even in areas of strong seismicity. t 
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